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Engine: Asiatic Game Engine (OGE). PC: 6.4, OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10. be avoided. A: Instead of e.Message, you can use the
Error property on the Exception object. This gives you the MessageText for a given exception. Giant planet found Following up
on the announcement of the discovery of a planet that is 20 times the size of Earth, lead author Michael Gillon says, "We found
a few more planets that are comparable to our solar system – except one of them is almost as big as the sun." To find the planet
in the habitable zone around the host star, the Hubble telescope was used to measure the brightness of the star and found the
planet's orbit and size. Similarly, NASA has also announced the discovery of a new planet which is not much bigger than Earth.
The discovery has been made with Hubble and the Keck-II Telescope in Hawaii. This planet has a diameter of about two and a
half times that of Earth. According to a recent study the new planet has an atmosphere that is quite thick and the existence of a
liquid water ocean underneath. This raises the prospect that the planet might have a chance to support life. Research into the
potential life possibilities of such a planet is yet to begin.Q: Pagination with Nodejs axios I'm new to nodejs and making API
calls by using this package @salesforce/salesforcedynamics-toolkit. I'm using the nodejs axios to make call to the Salesforce
API End point. I'm getting the response in this format { "dynamicData": { "success": false, "source": { "errors": [],
"totalRecords": 3, "data": [ { "name": "Bill", "status": "Closed", f678ea9f9e
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